THE ANALYSIS OF SALE RESULTS OF SELECTED GROUP OF TRACTORS SPARE PARTS

Summary

Logistics problems carried out by sales and marketing companies operating in agricultural sector were presented. Research results and their analysis with regard to selected group of spare parts, which were indispensable to both guarantee and after guarantee services of Zetor tractors, were submitted. The research was conducted in Service Department of authorised tractors distributor. A research cycle covered the period 2003-2005. The results were elaborated statistically by determining seasonal index value. Temporal schedules of the amount and value of purchased spare parts were analysed with regard to the calendar of agricultural procedures advisable for crops cultivation in Poland.

1. Introduction

Logistics literature has been enriched with many monographs and papers devoted to this subject. Still there is the need for research and analysis of logistic phenomena, which occur in agricultural vehicles market [6, 7, 9, 10, 13].

Distribution of spare parts for tractors service plays significant role in present deliberations. The essence of distributional activities is to bring the market for vehicles and machinery producer’s closer to agricultural customers, therefore dealer companies fulfil this very function with regard to organisational, economic and technical aspect [14, 21]. Companies which are authorised dealers of products and spare parts, provide vehicle services according to valid standards. Market demands are the reason for the fact that companies are obliged to assure functionality of sold devices. Apart from original spare parts supply, service package also encloses user assistance in maintaining exploitation efficiency and technical counselling [4, 5, 11, 12].

2. Objective and scope of research

A crucial aspect which has to be taken into consideration in managing a logistic sector of company, which operates in food producers’ sector, is the calendar of agricultural procedures [2, 3].

The phenomenon of unstable demand for selected spare parts in particular time of calendar year was brought up for research in order to obtain layout in time function.

In the period 2003-2005 selected group of parts for Zetor tractors was selected and it included engine oil filters, fuel filters, hydraulic system filters and gearbox filters. Analysed group of filters was selected in terms of quantity and value taking into consideration their cyclical replacement during guarantee and after guarantee service of tractors, which was carried out in Service Department [8, 16].

Research was conducted in sales and marketing company, which offers authorised distribution of tractors and agricultural machinery, spare parts sale and service. The company has operated in Lublin Province market for couple of years.

In the analysed period, 164 filters from selected group were sold. The layout of demand for filters for Zetor tractors in 2003 is presented as a histogram (Fig. 1).

The review of periodical sale of filters found the lowest demand in the first quarter. At that time 11% of annual turnover was realised. At the beginning of the month, monthly minimum was registered. In the second quarter sales level reached 27.4% whereas dynamic growth of demand was registered during spring field works. Local maximum was registered in May, whereas in ensuing month decrease in sales occurred. In the third quarter sales reached 29.3% of annual turnover. An increase in number of services occurred in July i.e. in the time of preparations for harvesting and in September, after harvesting. The highest demand for filters was registered in the last quarter and reached 32.3% of annual sale. The need for elaboration of advisable level of motohours by tractors during the time of agricultural procedures generated demand for guarantee and after guarantee services. After the termination of autumn cultivations, a significant decrease in sale of analysed group of filters was registered. The demand in December determined minimum of sales, which was the same as the one at the beginning of the year.

The layout of sales value of analysed group of filters for Zetor tractors is presented as a histogram (Fig. 2).

The analysis of sold filters for Czech tractors showed course approximate to characteristics of quantitative demand. Minimal value of sales (11.5%) was registered at the beginning of the year whereas January determined the lowest monthly demand. Gradual growth proceeded until it reached local maximum in May. Such a course, especially in the second quarter, was influenced by realisation of tractors service immediately after preplanting cultivations and sowing seeds completion. A significant decrease in sales registered in June was caused by lack of intense field works. The level of filters sales in the second and the third quarter was balanced and reached 25.3% and 25.2% respectively of annual turnover. Termination of autumn field works generated immediate growth of filters sales, which was caused by tractors services in October and November. In the fourth quarter sales of 35% of annual value was registered. The end of the year traditionally denoted decrease in demand comparable with minimum for January.

2.2. Sale of analysed group of filters for 2004
In this period, 258 filters for Zetor tractors from analysed group were sold. The layout of demand for filters for Czech tractors is presented as a histogram (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Layout of the amount of sold filters for Zetor tractors, concerning filters from analysed group for the period 2003-2005 (Own study)
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The layout of sold filters value for 2004 presented as a histogram (Fig. 2) was comparable in structure to the value of quantitative layout.
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The lowest value of analysed group of filters sale was registered in the first quarter and reached 7.8% of annual turnover. In the second quarter there was increase of sales which reached 15.6%. In the third quarter 48.9% of annual sale was realised and it reached maximum in September. Last months registered decrease in value with periodic demand of 27.7%.

2.3. Sale of analysed group of filters for 2005

In analysed period, 311 of filters from tested group of spare parts were sold. The layout of the amount of sold Zetor tractor filters is presented as a histogram (Fig. 1).

Sales level of filters registered in the first quarter reached 18.3% of annual turnover and was the lowest in the
analysed period. Not surprisingly, local minima were determined in January and February. Spring field works caused dynamic growth of sales with local minimum in April. The second quarter reached 26% of annual sale which was caused by significant decrease in May. In the third quarter higher demand was registered in July and September, that is, before and after harvesting whereas sales reached 29.3% of annual level. Another increase in demand occurred in November when most of field works was completed. In December there was a decrease in sales, comparable to the one at the beginning of the year.

The layout of purchased Zetor tractor filters for 2005 is presented as a histogram (Fig. 2). Layout analysis of purchased filters value was comparable to described quantitative demand. Peculiarity of 2005 consisted in similar level of sales value in ensuing three month periods. The value of turnover in particular quarters reached the level of 23.1%, 24.5%, 25.9% and 26.5% respectively.

Significant differences in sales level occurred in monthly ranges. January and February had low level of demand. Dynamic growth occurred in March and April, that is, the time of intense field works. Local maxima were registered in September and November after a decrease in summer months. The lowest value of purchase occurred in December.

2.4. Comparison of analysed group of filters purchase for 2003-2005

The analysis of sales layout in particular months of the period 2003-2005 included 733 filters; engine oil filters, fuel filters, hydraulic system filters and gearbox filters applied for Zetor tractors.

The comparison of ensuing years confirmed the growth of sales level of analysed group of filters. In the period 2003-2005 demand increased by 57.3% whereas for 2004-2005 it increased by 20.5%. Joining European Union helped Poland to increase sales level of filters as well as caused dynamic purchase of new tractors.

The layout of the amount of sold filters from the group analysed in the period 2003-2005 is presented as a histogram (Fig. 1).

Aggregate layout of the amount of sold filters of analysed group is presented as a graph (Fig. 3).

Comparison of filters sales within the space of three years showed that the lowest demand occurred at the beginning of the year. Sales for the first quarter determined minimum, still dynamic increase in demand was registered. In all three years the time of spring field works caused local maximum in filter sales at the beginning of the second quarter, then decrease in demand. At the beginning of the third quarter, when there was a time of preparation for harvesting, level of filters sales increased. The time of autumn field works generated intensified demand for selected group of filters. Advanced level was present from September until November. Within the space of analysed years decreased sales occurred always in December.
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Fig. 4. Aggregate layout of value of sold filters for Zetor tractors considering group analysed in the period 2003-2005 (Own study)

The comparison of layout of sold filters value for Zetor tractors for analysed period is presented as a histogram (Fig. 2). The comparison of sold filters value structure for 2003-2005 confirmed principles of quantitative layout. The beginning of the year was characterised by low value of turnover followed by dynamic growth in the time of spring field works. Typical decrease in sales value occurred at the end of the second quarter whereas growth was registered in the third quarter. Maximal demand for filters was registered in September, that is, after termination of harvesting and after-harvesting procedures. High sales continued for ensuing two months during which guarantee and after guarantee services of tractors were carried out. Significant decrease in sales of parts for Zetor tractors was typical for December.

Aggregate layout of value of Czech tractors purchase is presented as a graph (Fig. 4).

3. Procedure of determining seasonal index value

Conducted research allowed determining time series, that is, set of remarks for variables organised by time function. Within the space of three months, sales of selected group of spare parts for guarantee and after guarantee service were periodical. The analysis of tested phenomena was carried out on the basis of multiplicative model of time series components. Multiplicative model of time series components may be presented as equation [1, 15, 17, 19].

\[ Y_t = T_t \cdot S_t \cdot C_t \cdot I_t \]  

where: \( Y_t \) – value of series,  
\( T_t \) – trend in the series,  
\( S_t \) – seasonal variations,  
\( C_t \) – cyclical variations,  
\( I_t \) – incidental variations.

Movable average series (MA) value is presented by relation:

\[ MA = T_t \cdot C_t \]  

Separation of seasonal variations (\( S_t \)) and incidental variations (\( I_t \)) according to relation:

\[ \frac{Y_t}{MA} = \frac{T_t \cdot S_t \cdot C_t \cdot I_t}{T_t \cdot C_t} = S_t \cdot I_t \]  

Standardisation raw seasonal indexes proceeds as follows:

\[ S_t = \frac{\overline{W_t} \cdot d}{\sum_{i=1}^{d} \overline{W_t}} \cdot 100\% \]  

where: \( S_t \) – seasonal index for its sub-period (month),  
\( \overline{W_t} \) – arithmetic mean of coefficient’s value in ensuing months,  
\( d \) – the number of months in the year.

The process of raw seasonal indexes’ revision was conducted in order to eliminate incidental variations. The sum of seasonal monthly indexes in analysed period equals:

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{12} S_t = 1200 \]  

and is referred to as refined seasonal indexes.

Seasonal indexes quantitatively determine seasonal effects in time series in reference to the amount and value of selected group of parts sale. In the analysis of seasonal variations influence on layout of sold assortment notion of reference level was applied (average level). In certain months, with regard to seasonal indexes, the reference level was 100% [1, 18, 20].

3.1. Statistical analysis of tested group of filters sales for the period 2003-2005

Sale of tested group of filters for Zetor tractors in analysed period was periodical. Proportional value of seasonal indexes concerning the level of filters sales for 2003-2005 is presented as a graph (Fig. 5).

As a result of seasonal variations at the beginning of the year lowered sales level occurred. Seasonal indexes for January and February were lower than reference level by 69.5% and 65%. Increase in demand in spring caused immediate change of index in March and April which reached 10.5% and 15.9% over average value. Indexes lowered by 32.3% and 8.1% from reference level signified decrease in sales at the end of the quarter. Seasonal variations caused increased demand for filters within the space of ensuing five months.
Maximal value resulting from tractors service after elaboration of advisable quantity of motohours occurred in period from September till November whereas indexes for this period were higher than reference level by 79.2%, 74.8% and 30.8% respectively. The end of the year was connected with decrease in sales and index reached 53.9%.

Seasonal indexes for sales of analysed group of filters for 2003-2005 is presented as a graph (Fig. 6).

Chages of seasonal indexes for sales value proceeded in accordance with principles observed in quantitative demand for filters. As a result of seasonal variations indexes for January and February were lower by 63.3% and 70.6% from reference level, which equalled 100%. Growth of sales resulting from preparations for spring field works caused one month immediate rise of demand in March and was higher by 18.1% than average value.

The second quarter was characterised by lowered level of filters sale whereas indexes were lower by 3.5%, 27.5% and 24.3% than reference level. As a result of seasonal variations in ensuing five months heightened purchase level was registered. Maximal value of filters sale, generated by carrying out the services, was registered from September until November whereas indexes came to 77.9%, 68.5% and 42.6% respectively above average value. December was characterised by low demand and index which came to 64.6% below reference level.

4. Summary

Logistic actions are multilevel that is why it should be analysed in various aspects. Micro logistics, which serves as the basis of logistics pyramid organizes and controls managing processes in respect of particular transactors. Distribution of spare parts for guarantee and after guarantee services of tractors is one of the elements of sales and marketing companies’ logistics. Logistic service of customer provided after post-transaction stage lead to tightening and prolongation of cooperation between the company and the tractors’ user. Infallible deliveries of spare parts and service provides customer with proper exploitation of purchased tractors.

Identifying various aspects of periodicity and seasonal indexes value may serve as the basis for applicative procedures in domestic sales and marketing companies. Adjusting the level of spare parts supplies to changeable demand as well as panning the level of exploitation of Service Department in particular time of the year leads to decrease of costs therefore increases competitiveness of the company.

On the basis of analysis of research results following conclusions may be formulated:
• the layout of the amount and value of purchased filters for tractors in 2003 revealed relation between the course and intensity of spring and autumn field works.

• Characteristics of layout of the amount and value of sold filters for 2004 resulted from the structure of implemented agricultural procedures within the space of several ensuing months with local maximum at the end of the third quarter.

• Periods of increased demand for filters from analysed group for 2005 with respect of quantitative and value layout appeared exactly when the calendar of agricultural procedures suggested preplanting cultivation and sowing as well as after harvesting and root plants lifting.

• The analysis of seasonal indexes confirmed the relation between the amount and value of sales for selected group of Zetor tractors filters and field works organised in accordance to the calendar of agricultural procedures.
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